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Exis�ng tools for genomic data visualiza�on share the principle of displaying data in physical coordinates of reference genome. This approach is
convenient for low-level sequencing data explora�on (e.g. BAM ﬁles) but is ineﬀec�ve for sparse genomic annota�on data analysis and sequencing
result interpreta�on. Concentrate approach is based on ﬁxed visual scale unit. Every genome feature is scaled to minimal size suﬃcient to visualize all
interac�ons with other features (overlapping, inclusion, etc.). This ensures the most eﬃcient use of screen space and makes element interac�on
events straigh�orward to detect. Concentrate also retrieves objects metadata and provides the ability to ﬁlter objects on the ﬂy with arbitrary
complex queries.

The standard way to browse the genome
Typical genome has length from thousands to billions of bases, but only dozens of objects could be viewed at a �me
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Genome features are typically sparse, to locate them pan and zoom approach is used

An alterna�ve approach: switch from physical scale to feature scale
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physical scale represents feature size but does not aﬀect screen size of the feature
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Concentrate displays genome features from chromosome to nucleo�des without manual scale change or zooming
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Main windwo with adap�ve scale and proper�es
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Scale is adjusted automa�cally
by turning tracks on and oﬀ. Feature
interac�ons are straigh�orward
to detect

Reference bases and con�g tracks
are always available. Turning bases
track on enables classical browsing
with nucleo�de-scale resolu�on

Concentrate main window
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Display area with features grouped in tracks
Tracks could be turned on and oﬀ and ver�cally arranged
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Feature selec�on displays its proper�es
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Physical scale represents feature loca�on on reference
Direct shi�ing to selected genome loca�on is possible
Tracks could be ﬁltered based on their metadata
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Feature ﬁltering with custom queries
is possible since metadata such as VCF
custom ﬁelds is collected and presented
as a set of track a�ributes

Concentrate has client-server architecture with Spring Boot Java
back-end and HTML5 and Angular JavaScript front-end. Concentrate
is distributed as a single jar/war and can run on any machine with
modern web-browser and Java 8 installed.

Can run as a standalone applica�on or as a web-service

Open-source applica�on hosted on GitHub and available under
GNU Aﬀero GPLv3

Works with BED and VCF. GFF, BAM and more will be available soon

Can be extended to display data from databases and other sources
and integrated with exis�ng applica�ons

Discover Concentrate features using Parseq Lab demo stand at h�ps://conc.apps.parseq.pro/
Contact us: abragin@parseq.pro

h�ps://github.com/parseq/solvent

